2019 bedding collection

Tadpoles
BABY + KIDS HOME + PLAY
quilted waterproof mattress cover

Crib BMCBQT009
Twin AMCTQT009
Full AMCFQT009
toddler bedding

White Box Comforter
40” x 60”
QLTCMF009

Pink Unicorn Comforter
40” x 60”
QLTCMF104

Toddler Pillow with Pillow Case
TPLWMF009

Grey Box Comforter
40” x 60”
QLTCMF023

White Box Comforter
40” x 60”
QLTCMF010

Pink Box Comforter
40” x 60”
QLTCMF004
duvet set

2 Piece Gathered Duvet Set, Pink
Toddler: TDDC2MF104 | Twin: TWDC2MF104

2 Piece Gathered Duvet Set, White
Toddler: TDDC2MF109 | Twin: TWDC2MF109

2 Piece Solid Duvet Set, Pink
Toddler: TDDC2MF004 | Twin: TWDC2MF004

2 Piece Solid Duvet Set, White
Toddler: TDDC2MF009 | Twin: TWDC2MF009

2 Piece Solid Duvet Set, Grey
Toddler: TDDC2MF023 | Twin: TWDC2MF023
duvet set

Camo Grey w/Blue & Green Stripe
Toddler: TDSCAMO1 | Twin: TWSCAMO1

Camo Grey w/Black & Red Stripe
Toddler: TDSCAMO2 | Twin: TWSCAMO2

Camo Grey w/Yellow & White Stripe
Toddler: TDSCAMO3 | Twin: TWSCAMO3

Camo Grey Dark Blue w/Orange & White Stripe
Toddler: TDSCAMO4 | Twin: TWSCAMO4
duvet cover bedding set

Shark Toddler 6 Piece Bedding Set
TD5PC001

French Bulldog Toddler 6 Piece Bedding Set
TD3PC004

Unicorn Toddler 6 Piece Bedding Set
TD3PC005

Dino Toddler 6 Piece Bedding Set
TD3PC003
astronaut comforter set

Astronaut Comforter Set
Toddler: TDCMF014 | Twin: TWCMF014

Front

Back
set of 2 fitted sheet
MF bed skirt collection

- Microfiber Crib Skirt Dust Ruffle
  - Grey
  - BDRBMF023

- Microfiber Crib Skirt with Tassel
  - Grey
  - BDRBMF123

- Microfiber Crib Skirt Dust Ruffle
  - White
  - BDRBMF009

- Microfiber Crib Skirt with Tassel
  - White
  - BDRBMF109

- Microfiber Crib Skirt Dust Ruffle
  - Pink
  - BDRBMF004

- Microfiber Crib Skirt with Tassel
  - Pink
  - BDRBMF104
MF bed skirt collection

Dust Ruffel Twin Bed Skirt
Pink
ADRTMF004

Dust Ruffel Twin Bed Skirt
Grey
ADRTMF023
tulle bed skirt collection

Triple Layer Bed Skirt, White
Twin: 39x75x16” ADRTTL009
Full: 54x75x16” ADRFTL009

Triple Layer Crib Skirt, White
Crib: 28x52x16” BDRBTL009

Triple Layer Bed Skirt, Pink
Twin: 39x75x16” ADRTTL004
Full: 54x75x16” ADRFTL004

Triple Layer Crib Skirt, Pink
Crib: 28x52x16” BDRBTL004
tulle curtain collection

Tulle Multi-Layer Window Valance, Pink
60x16” DVLATL004

Tulle Multi-Layer Window Valance, White
60x16” DVLATL009

Tulle Multi-Layer Curtain Panel, White
42”x63” DPNSTL009
42”x84” DPNLTL009

Tulle Multi-Layer Curtain Panel, Pink
42”x63” DPNSTL004
42”x84” DPNLTL004

Tulle Multi-Layer Curtain Panel, Ivory
42”x63” DPNSTL010
novelty printed quilt set with border trim

Dachshund Dog with Pompom Trim, Taupe
Twin 2 Piece HNGHOUND T
Full/Queen 3 Piece HNGHOUND FQ

Kitty Cat with Pompom Trim, Black/Grey
Twin 2 Piece HNGCAT T
Full/Queen 3 Piece HNGCAT FQ
2019 blanket collection
cotton muslin blanket

Pink Owl Set of 3 40” x 40”
BRB3PC004

Blue Dino Set of 3 40” x 40”
BRB3PC014

Yellow Elephant Set of 3 40” x 40”
BRB3PC008

Aqua Dream Catcher Set of 3 40” x 40”
BRB3PC001
chenille baby blanket

Chenille Blanket Cloud Grey/White
BBLBCL023

Chenille Blanket Heart Blush/White
BBLBCL030

Chenille Blanket Star Blue/White
BBLBCL101
popcorn plush & sherpa

ultra soft washable

- Blue: BSBBPS014
- Cream: BSBBPS010
- Grey: BSBBPS023
- Navy: BSBBPS001
embroidered blanket

Unicorn Emb - Ruffled Fleece/Mink
BBLBFC204

Rocket Emb Blanket Mink/Sherpa
BBLBMS201

Ruffle Blanket Mink/Sherpa Stars
BBLBMS204

Rainbow Emb Blanket Mink/Flannel
BBLBFM223
baby travel set

- Travel Pillow & Blanket Set Elephant Pink BBLNSP004
- Travel Pillow & Blanket Set Elephant Grey BBLNSP023
- Lovie and Blanket Set Elephant Pink BBL2MS004
- Lovie and Blanket Set Elephant Grey BBL2MS023
- Lovie and Blanket Set Unicorn Pink BBL2MS104
- Neck Pillow and Strap Cover Set Unicorn Pink BNSPSC104
- Travel Pillow and Strap Cover Set Elephant Pink BNSPSC004
- Travel Pillow and Strap Cover Set Elephant Grey BNSPSC023
metallic embroidered blanket

Star Applique Plush Fleece Baby Blanket
Gold
BBLBFC017

Star Applique Plush Fleece Baby Blanket
Silver
BBLBFC018
ultra-soft microfleece plush blanket

Plush Dinosaur Baby Blanket
30x40 Blue/Grey
B18

Plush Safari Baby Blanket
30x40 Multi
B28

Plush Elephant Baby Blanket
30x40 Pink/Grey
G01

Pink/Green Geo
30”x 40”
BSBBFC124

Grey/Yellow Geo
30”x 40”
BSBBFC128

Blue Transport
30”x 40”
BSBBFC201
luxe solid baby blanket

Cream 30”x 40”
BBLBFC010

Gray 30”x 40”
BBLBFC023

Charcoal 30”x 40”
BBLBFC025

Taupe 30”x 40”
BBLBFC011

Blush 30”x 40”
BBLBFC021

Taupe 30”x 40”
BBLBFC011

Blush 30”x 40”
BBLBFC021
printed velour blanket

Geo Pink back to Sherpa  
30” x 40” 
BBLBVS004

Chevron Grey back to Sherpa  
30” x 40” 
BBLBVS023

Chevron Lilac back to Mink  
30x36” 
BSBBCP005

Chevron Green back to Mink  
30x36” 
BSBBCP012

Houndstooth Grey back to Mink  
30x36” BSBBHP023

Owl Pink back to Sherpa  
30” x 40” 
BBLBFC104

Owl Grey back to Sherpa  
30” x 40” 
BBLBFC123

Cowprint back to Sherpa  
30” x 40” 
BBLBFC122

Faux Fur Plush Baby Blanket, Cream  
30” x 40” 
BBLKT009
rabbit faux fur baby blanket

Rabbit Fur Baby Blanket w/Mink
Backing Blush
30x40 | BBLBRF030

Rabbit Fur Baby Blanket w/Mink
Backing Grey
30x40 | BBLBRF023
rolled animal blanket

Rolled Animal Blanket Owl Ivory
BSBBSH110

Rolled Animal Blanket Bunny Blush
BSBBSH030

Rolled Animal Blanket Bear Grey
BSBBSH023
hat & mittens set
weighted blanket

Anti-Anxiety Weighted Blanket
15 Pounds, 48”x78”
ABLLWMF023

Anti-Anxiety Weighted Plush Flannel Fleece Blanket
15 Pounds, 48”x78”
ABLSFMF023

Anti-Anxiety Weighted Blanket
7 Pounds, 35”x58”
ABLSWMF023

White Mink
AWBSC005

White Sherpa
AWBSC006
100% cotton terry hooded towel & mitt set

Pink
BTMBGM004

Blue
BTMBGM001

Natural
BTMBGM010

Grey
BTMBGM023
quilted stroller & car seat cover

Quilted Stroller & Car Seat Cover with Hand Mitt
  Dark Grey
  BSCHM124

Quilted Stroller & Car Seat Cover
  Taupe
  BSCSC110

Quilted Stroller & Car Seat Cover
  Black
  BSCSC120

Quilted Stroller & Car Seat Cover
  Light
  BSCSC123
100% Organic Cotton

Brushed Cotton Receiving Blanket
36”x36” Green
BRBBBC112

Brushed Cotton Receiving Blanket
36”x36” Grey
BRBBBC123

Interlock Receiving Blanket
32”x32” Green
BRBBC112

Interlock Receiving Blanket
32”x32” Grey
BRBBC123

Organics
Tadpoles
BABY + KIDS HOME + PLAY

100% Organic Cotton
A lovely Chandelier Collection to offer soft bed-side and overhead light in any room.
crystal & chrome

5 bulb crystal chandelier
1.5x1.5x17"
CCH5PL110
5 bulb chandelier

- 5 Bulb Chandelier
  - 20"L x 18"W
  - White Diamond CCH5PL010

- 5 Bulb Chandelier
  - 20"L x 18"W
  - Black Onyx CCH5PL020

- 5 Bulb Chandelier
  - 20"L x 18"W
  - Pink Sapphire CCH5PL004
4 bulb chandelier

4 Bulb Mini Chandelier
14x14x17”
Pink Sapphire CCHAPL404

4 Bulb Mini Chandelier
14x14x17”
White Diamond CCHAPL410

4 Bulb Mini Chandelier
14x14x17”
Black Onyx CCHAPL420
3 bulb mini chandelier

3 Bulb Mini Chandelier
8x8x12”
Pink Sapphire CCHAPL004

3 Bulb Mini Chandelier
8x8x12”
Lavender Topaz CCHAPL005

3 Bulb Mini Chandelier
8x8x12”
White Diamond CCHAPL010

3 Bulb Mini Chandelier
8x8x12”
Black Onyx CCHAPL020
Pendant Lamp
12x12x20"
White Diamond CPLAPL010

Pendant Lamp
12x12x20"
Pink Sapphire CPLAPL004
Crown Chandelier
White Diamond 10"x10"x8"
CCHACR110

Crown Chandelier
Black Onyx 10"x10"x8"
CCHACR120
1 bulb shaded chandelier

1 Bulb Shaded Chandelier
15x15x18”
Pink Sapphire CCHASH004

1 Bulb Shaded Chandelier
15x15x18”
White Diamond CCHASH010

1 Bulb Shaded Chandelier
15x15x18”
Black Onyx CCHASH020
Chandelier Table Lamp
Pink Sapphire 20”
CTIAPL004

Chandelier Table Lamp
Lavender Topaz 20”
CTIAPL005

Chandelier Table Lamp
White Diamond 20”
CTIAPL010
Chandelier Mini Table Lamp
Pink Sapphire 5x5x10”
CTLAPL104

Chandelier Mini Table Lamp
White Diamond 5x5x10”
CTLAPL110
shaded chandelier

Table Lamp

Shaded Chandelier Table Lamp
20x8.5x8.5”
White CTLASH010

Shaded Chandelier Table Lamp
20x8.5x8.5”
Black CTLASH020
shades

Round Chandelier Shade
14"D x 9"H
Feather Pink LSHF004

Round Chandelier Shade
14"D x 9"H
Feather White LSHF010

Chandelier Shade Butterfly
10"D x 15"H
Pink LSHBF004

Round Chandelier Shade
14" Dia
Sequin Pink LSHSQ004

Round Chandelier Shade
14"D x 13"H
Lace Pink LLSHL004

Round Chandelier Shade
14"D x 13"H
Lace White LLSHL010

Round Chandelier Shade
14" Dia
Sequin Silver LSHSQ002

Chandelier Shade Butterfly
8"D x 10"H
White LSHBF010
shades

Chandelier Shade Cylinder
5.5"D x 10"H
Gold LSHCY001

Chandelier Shade Cylinder
5.5"D x 10"H
Silver LSHCY002

Chandelier Shade Teardrop
7"D x 9"H
Clear LSHTD

Chandelier Shade Round Ribbon
9"D x 10"H
White LSHRR
chandelier shades

Chandelier Shade
12”D x 17”H
Gold Finished Painted Metal LSHGF

Chandelier Shade
12”D x 17”H
Silver Finished Painted Metal LSHWF

Chandelier Shade
12”D x 17”H
White Painted Metal LSHWP
shades

Triple Layer Beads Shade Medium
14x14x20”
CSHMP010

Triple Layer Beads Shade Small
9x9x12”
CCHSP010

Crown Shade Medium
14x14x20”
CSHMCR010

Crown Shade Small
8x8x12”
CSHSCR010

shades
shades

Cylinder Shade
7x7x10"
CSHACY010

Basket Shape Pendant Shade
9x9x15"
CPLAPI002

Triple Layer Shade
9x9x12"
CSHASH010
cord options

HARDWIRE
plastic cable cord

ELCORD009
5’ Cable Cord Ceiling Fixture

PLUG-IN
12’ UL cable with plug and e26 light socket

ELCOPL023
silver

ELCOPL010
white

20’ UL cable with plug and e26 light socket

LCORD023
silver

LCORD010
white
satin cord cover

SCC004  Satin Chain Cover Pink
SCC010  Satin Chain Cover White
SCC020  Satin Chain Cover Black
SCC007  Satin Chain Cover Gold
SCC023  Satin Chain Cover Silver
embossed ABC playmat
alphabet & numbers

ABC 36 Pc Set - Pink/Purple
cpmsev504

ABC 36 Pc Set - Blue/Grey
cpmsev503
alphabet & numbers

36 pieces + 24 border pieces
finished Size: 74” x 74”
thickness: 3/8”
36pc solid

Solid Multicolor 74” X 74” 36 pc

Solid Multicolor 36pc CPMSEV520
new icons

Elephant Heart CPMSEV927

Unicorn CPMSEV926
teddy & friends

Icon | 50” X 50” | 16 pc
icons

Pawprint - Brown CPMSEV110
Pawprint - Black & White CPMSEV113
Transport - Multi CPMSEV619
Dino - Multi CPMSEV612
First Shapes - Multi/Primary CPMSEV723 Numbers - Multi/Primary CPM9EV733

first shapes | 50” X 50” | 16 pc
numbers | 38” X 38” | 9 pc

Stars - Blue/Grey CPMSEV101

Stars & Hearts - Pink/Purple CPMSEV145
24” XL first shapes playmat set
each set contains 9 mats and 12 borders
camouflage

Pink Camouflage CPMSEV840

Green Camouflage CPMSEV841
Quad solid

- Pink/Purple/Turq 4pc CPMSEV845
- Blue/Turq/Wht/Grey 4pc CPMSEV847
- Black/White 4pc CPMSEV846
- Multi/Primary 4pc CPMSEV823
- Taupe/Brown 4pc CPMSEV829

Quad playmats | 50” X 50” | 4 pc
mats and blocks set

Pink/Purple/Turq Mat & Blocks Set CPMBLK432

Multi Colors Mat & Blocks Set CPMBLK433
an assortment of soft foam mat sets inspired by nature’s patterns

use multiple sets to cover larger areas
woodgrain

18” wood print playmat set
each set contains 9 mats
and 12 borders
24” wood print playmat set
each set contains 4 mats and 8 borders

4pc Set - Grey CPMSEV833
4pc Set - Birch CPMSEV834
4pc Set - Cherry CPMSEV835
4pc Set - Black CPMSEV832
4pc Set - Dark Oak CPMSEV831

wood print | 50” X 50” | 4 pc
faux fur rug

Faux Fur Rug, White
3’x5’ CRGSFF009
4’x6’ CRGWFF009

Faux Fur Rug, Pink
3’x5’ CRGSFF004
4’x6’ CRGWFF004

Faux Fur Rug, Grey
3’x5’ CRGSFF023
4’x6’ CRGWFF023
2019 moses basket collection
cable knit collection

Cable Knit Moses Basket - Natural
32x14x9” MBSTKT010

Cable Knit Moses Basket - Grey
32x14x9” MBSTKT023

Cable Knit Moses Basket - Ivory
32x14x9” MBSTKT011

Cable Knit Moses Basket - Pink
32x14x9” MBSTKT104
Cotton Stitched Moses Basket - Grey Line
32x14x9" MBSTPC123

Cotton Stitched Moses Basket - Original Line
32x14x9" MBSTPC122

Reverse

Reverse
Minky Dot Bedding & Basket Set - Grey
32x14x9” MBSTVL023

Minky Dot Bedding & Basket Set - Neutral
32x14x9” MBSTVL110

Minky Dot Bedding & Basket Set - White
32x14x9” MBSTVL009

Minky Dot Bedding & Basket Set - Green
32x14x9” MBSTVL112
Twisted Fur Moses Basket Set - Blue
32x14x9’’ MBSTTF001

Twisted Fur Moses Basket Set - Pink
32x14x9’’ MBSTTF004

Twisted Fur Moses Basket Set - Fuchsia
32x14x9’’ BMBBFF021

Twisted Fur Moses Basket Set - White
32x14x9’’ MBSTTF009
spa collection

Terry Pad, Hooded Towel & Mitt Spa Set
Neutral BSPAST010

Terry Pad, Hooded Towel & Mitt Spa Set
White BSPAST009

Terry Pad, Hooded Towel & Mitt Spa Set
Grey BSPAST023

Terry Pad, Hooded Towel & Mitt Spa Set
Pink BSPAST004
Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Purple 32x14x9" G100

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Blue/Pink 32x14x9" G102

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Pink/Lavender 32x14x9" G104

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Lavender/Blue 32x14x9" G105

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Multi 32x14x9" G103

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Pink/Grey 32x14x9" G101

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Navy/White 32x14x9" B100

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Blue 32x14x9" B101

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Green 32x14x9" B102

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Blue/White 32x14x9" B103

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Blue 32x14x9" B105

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Blue 32x14x9" B106
Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Blue/Dark Blue 32x14x9” B107

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Black/White 32x14x9” N101

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Pink/Purple 32x14x9” CMBATS304

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Multi 32x14x9” CMBATS308

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Green/Blue Checkered 32x14x9” CMBATS311

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Yellow/Blue Stripe 32x14x9” CMBATS312

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Green/Beige Ticking 32x14x9” CMBATS314

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Blue/Burgundy 32x14x9” CMBATS321

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Blue/Purple Chevron 32x14x9” CMBATS319

Tadpoles Made in Brooklyn Moses Basket
Blue/Green 32x14x9” CMBATS313
fitted sheet

Moses Basket Foam Pad with Set of 2 Removable Cotton Cover

- Pink BFSWPC004
- White BFSWPC009
- Natural BFSWPC010
- Grey BFSWPC023
- Blue BFSWPC101

Moses Basket Foam Pad with Terry Cotton

- Pink
- White
- Natural
- Grey
Pin-Stripe Sleepgown - Sage
0-6 Months BSGPIO018

Long Sleeve Kimono Onesie - Sage
0-6 Months BKOPIM018 | 6-12 Months BKOPIL018

Long Sleeve Kimono Onesie - Gray
0-6 Months BKOPIM023 | 6-12 Months BKOPIL023

Pin-Stripe Sleepgown - Gray
0-6 Months BSGPIO023
Brushed Cotton Receiving Blanket  
36”x36” Green  
BRBBBC112

Brushed Cotton Receiving Blanket  
36”x36” Grey  
BRBBBC123

Interlock Receiving Blanket  
32”x32” Green  
BRBBOC112

Interlock Receiving Blanket  
32”x32” Grey  
BRBBOC123
Set of 3 Organic Flannel Receiving Blankets - Grey
BRBBOC023

Set of 3 Organic Flannel Receiving Blankets - White
BRBBOC010

Set of 3 Organic Flannel Receiving Blankets - Natural
BRBBOC009

Set of 3 Organic Flannel Receiving Blankets - Cocoa
BRBBOC029

S/2 Organic Flannel Fitted Crib Sheets
Grey
BFSBOC023

S/2 Organic Flannel Fitted Crib Sheets
White
BFSBOC009

S/2 Organic Flannel Fitted Crib Sheets
Natural
BFSBOC010

Set of 3 Organic Flannel Fitted Crib Sheets - Grey/White
BFSBOC023